
7/18/75 
Bear Paul, 

Thanks for your kind letter of the 16th. 

For the moment I'll akip the McDonald part to be able to respond promptly. 
I'm doing sane writing for a short addition to Poet Mortem when I can find the time. 

I know now that I'll have to allow 20 pages for the index. My wife has it typed. 
I'll have to add a little from this new close and from the appendix. 

The POIA suit went as I expected only the judge was a little more brazen in 
his contempt for crime, the law and the appeals oourt. While I think it might have 
been impossible for him to rule other than he did, I do think there might have been 
other benefits if the Establishment libeeels and the press had not totally boycotted 
the first ease under the amended act, one of the cases that caused the amending: 

While there are and will be other costs, by using this new process and thinner, 
Cheaper paper (required in any even for this process by the else of the book) it 
looks as though the basic coati= be about $7,500 for ait,000 print. The quality 
of the samples is good except that the half-tones are flatter. Actually, because this 
is so much less than I'd expected review earlier experiences, including the most 
recent, I plan to make the book as thicken the bindiag process Permits  end  eel 
under two pounds, an important mailing cost. 

I'll use this extra space to include other documents that ought to be printed. 
Beginning the first of the year, when it appeared that the first and third of 

the Whitewash ser4eneeeregoing to be exhausted first, we put aside all immix 
Cross income fromrgrgreept for emergencies and the costs other than printing of 
Whitewash IV. As a result we are more than half way to the oast of printing Post 
Norte% but at jeopardy to the reprinting of the other two. For this amount that 
may be even less by the time I can print I'd risk more debt. 

I suppose we have had to tap a little of it. I don't hendle the books. We are 
doing our best to make out on my wife's small retirement of about $100 a month. 

I do appreciate your efforts. But I hate to accept something from someone who 
has to work for a living. If there is no Alternative, to get the book out when it 
is more important than before I would and will, I'd feel much better if I were 
selling some ancillary rights (I'm still trying). Maybe I'll want to get what I'm 
short instead of going to the bank again. And if I do it this way I sure would 
appreciate backstopping if and when the reprinting of the other two becomes 
necessary. 

We pute100% of the gross from Whiteash IV toward paying off the loan loser 
node lie the printer for that and we've done that and just seat the artist a 
*heck 	toward paying for the cover. Because Loser just became a father we've 
grid back what other expenses he had and when the time comes well take back the 
for us not inconsiderable costs we've advanced from the sale of the earlier books. 

It was the hard raw but Wye doing it. The book is now selling itself. I've 
not made a broadcast on it for months nor has there been enema story. In foot, it 
is selling despite the best efforts of about all tht other so-called =Ws. Those 
who get attention pretend it is their own work and the transcripts that is or 
that it was disclosed as a government kindness. I REow of no case of any one of them 
soiling a single copy for me by a mention that had meaning. The forced footnote in 
Rolling Stone sold I think two copies. It is remarkable how the word gets around. 
It will do better when the new Books in Print appears with it listed. 



I understand that 0(Toole in the current Penthouse makes one it is just an 
accident. Both, of course know better. Penthouse tried to latch onto it under 
conditions a pauper couldn't accept and in a deal that meant withholding Jana-
nitely plus cutting it up. In fact, they haven t returned that copy and we've tried 
to get it. Needed it in an effort that probabl$ wohldet have succeeded to sell 
ancillary rights. Had only one copy! 

We have adjustedone can to living this way. Imagine having to save the 
nneleel cost of xeroxing only because money is that tight. And none of the big.. 
talkers to help. 

So, if there are no emergencies, we can probably owing Pest Mort*, maybe 
with a little help. There is an urgency now because of all the different situations, 
one being the continued destruction of all credibulity by the nuts and iseLfeseeloers. 

I am aware that that I an tprking about does not include ottber and enormous 
costs over the years and no return for all this work. But I guess I've adjusted so 
mudh to that situation I didnat think of it. 

Other problems include al3 the work I have to do myse/f0  On the book it is all 
the makeup. ;Ill still have all the anotating to do, too, !Ind some of the appendix 
ought to have it. It accumulates and prevents other work no matter how long the day. 

Anyway, with all I'm making fair progress in getting the new close on paper, 
It will include new information, the only porpeee of it. When I see how much 
space that tams when retyped and on the right paper for reduction I'll know close 
to exactly how much the appendix Hill hold. Meanwhile, while this is being retyped 
I'M. be able to put together that documents I'mpertatn have to be included. This 
will speed it up some. 

However, we now have, within the next monthOeo major appeals to get done. One 
in the Ray case I'm leaving pretty much to Jim eicept for the help he asks for. He 
is the lawyer and he now has an excellent command of fact. We'll have a hard job to 
do on the cane just decided partly because it is precedent and partly from the need 
to perfect the best possible record. 

Thin le one way of saying that I cant give a anhedule and can't make one. I'm 
going to work as fast as I can but it wont be overnight. I have a young friend in 
his first year of law school who I to gut-todo soMe2xtikeup but he is in Florida and 
has the ourmer job he needs, ec I don t know anyone 4 can get to help with the 
mechanical part. This means some delay that otherwian oould be avoided. 

The belt process is ate more automated offset 	' as in which printigg ie done 
from a continuous belt on a roil of paper rather t an sheets. There is a limit 
to the possible length of the belt and to the yid of the paper. But it .s_ all 
automated, which reduces the cost enormously. It deem 12 page signatulkes rather than 
the standund 328 or units of 16e in the old von; I've fOrgetten the thickness limit 
but it is under 2 man inches. The cost of addingehigehAn this system seems to 
be considerably less per page. 

e if am of the people to whom you talk have othe Uteri-Mtn and they get near here 
they can see this. I can t even get the copy back 	Playbeyt I wrote for it feid Amnia 
and they pent a secondObInd copy of thitewarh IV ins eadi  

. 	 , 
I think the trouble with the fame is the tegoalneafiewatina of government today, no more. Ton might veal/ it liberal authoritarianism. 1 	, 
Prouty is quite undependable and has hurt a deceht reporter waxy much. 1 find 

myself wondering how muide is his character and how mush could have been inspiredee 
I have found no reason to change my original opiniontlee lathe military's anemeete OA. 

I guess the big question with Mao is who is putting up the money, who if any 
behind this fraud (it irrefutably is). who if anyone else irin it with him. 

MOpe I've answered everything. And thanks. 	' 	■ 

is 



PAUL WURTZEL 
1 688 SUNSET PLAZA DR., Los ANGELES, CALIF. 90069 

July 16/75 

Dear Harold; 
In answer to yours of 7/7, my source had 

connections with Mac when he was with World Assoc. 
and would be glad to answer any questions he is 
able to. my friend tells me that at the time he 
was assocciated with Mac, he was involved with his 
secretary. He doesn't know about the present. 

Irving Mansfield is the widower of Jacquline 
Suzzane the authoress. He has completed producing 
a movie of one of her last books and he is connected 
with Bantam. 

What I am trying to do is to get someone to but 
up half the private publishing costs with me on your 
book if nothing else works out. I am most interested 
in the new printing process and binding and cost for 
a run of 5,000. I myself don't have the kind of 
money to back the whole thing but am willing to go 
half ith someone and there is interst in that if I 
can get a close guesstimate. I still feel tha 
getting someone like Tom Laughlin, who is inteIted, 
but won't go further¢ until he sees something solid, 
is the best way. I am making a couple of new appts. 
the week of the 21st. 

I have a dinner appt. with my source on 7/23, 
if the mail can get me your additional questions on 
Mac by them I will get the info. 

I am sorry to hear of the trouble you are having 
with your farm. Do you think it is harassment? 
I 0 just heard on the news that the Church Comm. is 
starting to take on the FBI. It sounds to me like a 
battle between the FBI & CIA. How about Proutys' 
accusations about Butterfield and backtracking? 


